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Today's News - Thursday, August 30, 2007
EDITOR'S NOTE: In honor of Labor Day (U.S.), we're taking a break from our labors...we'll be back Tuesday, September 4. ----- Conclusion from a Smart Growth Summit Baton Rouge: "It might
not require a New Urbanist village to raise a child, but it really helps." -- A Kenyan architect comes up with a "community cooker" that can get rid of more than just garbage. -- Gehry's Utah
development gets the go-head. -- Go-ahead for a South Bank development in London leaves many grumbling. -- Students designing a modern, energy efficient neighborhood of affordable homes
in Tennessee. -- Decades in coming, Pakistan's National Art Gallery finally opens. -- Chicago's Greek museum might get a new home, tied to "what else? -- sales in a new condominium
tower." -- A new center of the arts for Bowling Green. -- Farnsworth House barely escapes a flood, and another mid-century modernist gem in Chicago suburb to open its doors. -- Some familiar
names on shortlist for Olympic handball venue. -- A way to hold on to historic treasures: resident curator programs. -- Some not-so-famous spaces in Seattle that "that create a sense of joy." --
What can happen when you order an ivy-covered cottage from your son, the architect. -- Weekend diversions: "Me, Myself and Infrastructure" at the Chicago Architecture Foundation is "sly,
sometimes slightly coy and often subtly disturbing." -- Berlin's good social housing is finally getting the recognition it deserves at the Bauhaus Archive/Museum of Design. -- New York
landmarks celebrated in London. -- "Looking Forward/Looking Back" the Cooper-Hewitt promotes the notion that design objects are more than decoration. - One we couldn't resist: a call for an
"archive for humanity" on the moon.
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Our Views: Old values, new growth: It might not require a New Urbanist village to raise
a child, but it really helps. If the argument about smart growth is to make sense to
Louisianians, it cannot be limited to a discussion of building types alone. -- Steve
Oubre- The Advocate (Baton Rouge, LA)

How to clean up the slums -- cook on garbage: ...a "community cooker" project in
Africa's biggest slum, Kibera, offers a way not only of getting rid of garbage, but of
creating work for unemployed youths, and providing hot water and cooking
facilities...dreamed up by Kenyan architect Jim Archer, has taken eight years to
develop...- Reuters

Gehry-Designed $2 Billion Development Approved by Utah Town [Lehi]: ...85-acre
development that includes an amphitheater, hotel, shopping center, restaurants,
residences and man-made lakes. [images]- Bloomberg News

Lambeth backs Doon Street tower and leisure centre: A proposed leisure centre on the
South Bank funded by a 43-storey residential tower...a public swimming pool...329
flats, office or educational space and a new headquarters for Rambert Dance
Company... -- Lifschutz Davidson Sandilands; Allies and Morrison [images]- London
SE1

University of Tennessee (UT) College of Architecture and Design students to design
Sunnydale replacement: Providence Pointe — a modern, energy efficient
neighborhood of affordable homes... -- Clark & Associates Architects- Clarksville Leaf
Chronicle (Tennessee)

Pakistan's National Art Gallery opens for business: ...has overcome decades of
political turbulence to become an eye-catching symbol of modernity and creativity...
(AP) -- Naeem Pasha [link to images]- Taipei Times

Greek museum might get new home: Hellenic Museum and Cultural Center...would be
tied to -- what else?-- sales in a new condominium tower. -- Hirsch Associates-
Chicago Sun-Times

Deconstructing Saddlemire: Wolfe Center for the Arts to replace Saddlemire --
Snohetta; The Collaborative Inc.- Bowling Green News (Ohio)

This time, Farnsworth House, one of Ludwig Mies van der Rohe's modernist
masterpieces, dodged a flood last week...house will be closed to the public until the
water completely recedes...Another midcentury modernist gem, the Crow Island
School...will be open for tours... By Blair Kamin -- Eero and Eliel Saarinen/Perkins,
Wheeler & Will (1940)- Chicago Tribune

Seven shortlisted for Olympic handball venue -- Bligh Voller Nield/Patel
Taylor/Arup/GHD; David Morley Architects/Max Fordham/Buro Happold/Fabrik;
dRMM/Fulcrum Consulting/Michael Hadi/Vector Foiltec; Grimshaw/SKM Anthony
Hunts/Buro Happold; make architects/PTW/Arup; schmidt hammer lassen/Arup/Royal
Haskoning; Sports Concepts/Reid Architecture/Faber Maunsell- Building (UK)

Nothing Down, $0 a Month, Hammer Required: To save houses with a history, states let
"curators" move in, fix them up and stay ... for a while...More states are looking to
resident curator programs as a way to hold onto history... [images, links]- New York
Times

A journey through city spaces that create a sense of joy: ...why shouldn't good design
make the endorphins roll? ...Alain de Botton "The Architecture of Happiness" is a
groundbreaking romp through the psychology of architectureet...look at examples of
not-so-famous local buildings that might promote a bit of happiness, and figure out how
they work. By Lawrence W. Cheek [images]- Seattle Post-Intelligencer

First Job? Share the Bounty: The parents of a young, hungry architect plan to build a
house, and the young, hungry architect gets the job, a first major commission. By Philip
Nobel -- Josh Weiselberg/Selin Semaan/TBD Design Studio [images]- New York
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Learned folks wreaking havoc on our 'built planet': "Me, Myself and Infrastructure" at the
Chicago Architecture Foundation...this sly, sometimes slightly coy and often subtly
disturbing exhibit's deepest subtext is the hidden costs of so much of what we consume
in such blissful ignorance. By Kevin Nance- Chicago Sun-Times

Design for life: With six blocks in Berlin being considered for World Heritage status,
good social housing is finally getting the recognition it deserves..."Berlin Settlements
From the 1920s: Unesco World Heritage Nominations" at the Bauhaus
Archive/Museum of Design... -- Aalto; Gropius; Ebenezer Howard; Bruno Taut- New
Statesman (UK)

"The Landmarks of New York": exhibition at the Royal Institute of British Architects
(RIBA) provides a fascinating spotlight on the extraordinary architecture that makes
New York such a vibrant city today. -- Barbaralee Diamonstein-Spielvogel; Massimo
Vignelli- Easier.com (UK)

Design's Latest Details: With an exhibition like "Looking Forward/Looking Back," the
Cooper-Hewitt continues to promote the notion that design objects are more than either
mere decoration or handsome furnishings... -- Volpe; Breuer; Starck; Pesce; etc.- New
York Sun

Armageddon Insurance: Scientist Call for Earth 'Backup' on Moon: Scientists hope to
put a library of human civilization on the moon in case of a cataclysmic, civilization-
annihilating event....a "space-age Noah's Ark"...- Der Spiegel (Germany)

 

-- Under construction: Zaha Hadid Architects: Guangzhou Opera House, Guangzhou,
China
-- 3XN: Alsion, Danish University South, Science Park South & Concert Hall,
Sonderborg, Denmark
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